
When the field trip went wrong...
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49.



Person On The Field Trip



When the field trip went wrong...

On a Adjective day in March, the LPL field trip began. Everybody met at the Place , except

Person on the field trip , who was running late. Apparently s(he) forgot their Noun , causing them to

not show up until 9: Time . When the Type of vehicle was packed up, we finally left. When driving

on the I-10 towards Place , suddenly the tire pressure light came on. The vehicle pulled over and alerted

the rest on the CV. Unfortunately the everybody's elses CV's were turned off so nobody else heard and continued

on their way. While pulled over, Person on the field trip checked the tires and noticed there was a

Noun in the rear left tire. They tried to get it out of the tire, but unfortunately it was Adjective ,

which gave Person on the field trip Medical issue or disease in her Body part . Different person 

on field trip decided to put Noun on it while the others in the car patched up the tire. Finally, the

vehicle was back on its way but decided to stop at the Place to check on Person on the field trip

Same medical issue . After a heavy dose of Noun - Plural Person on the field trip feels well enough

to continue with the trip. The other vehicles finally realize they are missing a vehicle and call the others.

Everybody decides to meet up at the Place to get food. However, the food in the

food give Different person food poisoning and within number hours of being on the road,

s(he) is Verb - Present ends in ING all over the place. Still not even close to the Mojave, everybody decides to

stop early. Those feeling up to it decide to go hiking. While hiking, Different person steps on a

Noun . The Same noun Same noun obviously disgruntled, goes in to Verb - Base 

Form Different person leg. Fortunately, Different person moves Adverb and avoids yet

another



mishap. Whew! That was a close one. Meanwhile, Different person on field trip , part of the meat food group,

decides the Same noun would make excellent dinner and catches the Same noun using a

weapon . Back at camp, everybody is setting up for dinner when Person on the field trip realizes they

forgot the cooler back at campus! Everybody else reluctantly gives them some of their dinners, so they end up

eating a random dinner of Meat food , Asian food rice and Generic food from the meat, asian

and generic food groups, respectively. To let off steam, Person on the field trip busts out a bottle of

Typebrand of alcohol and it gets passed around the fire. When no one is looking, Person on the field trip

takes a big swig and procedes to get drunk and start singing Song . Everybody, exhausted, goes to bed.

In the middle of the night, a pack of Animal plural surround the camp and scare Person on the field trip

who screams and wakes everybody up. Nobody can get back to sleep, and it is decided to get an early go at the

day. After everybody packs up, one of the suburbans won't start. No one brought jumper cables. Person 

on the field trip takes a vehicle off-roading to find cell phone reception and calls AAA. AAA refuses to drive on

ATV trails, however, and says they can't help us. So, everybody packs into the remaining vehicles and leaves the

UA motor pool to deal with it. Everybody goes home and sleeps forever, skipping the rest of the semester's

classes. The end.
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